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ABSTRACT 

Fast neutron irradiation tests were performed to 

determine the correlation of change of drain-source 

resistance and neutron fluence for power MOSFETs. The 

Objectives of the tests were: (1) to detect and measure the 

degradation of critical MOSFET device parameters as a 

function of neutron fluence (2) to compare the experimental 

results and the theoretical model. In general, the drain-

source resistance increased from 1 Ohm to 100 Ohm after 

exposure to fast neutron fluence of 3 x 1014 neut/cm2, and 

decreased by a factor of five after high temperature 

annealing. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent advances in power MOSFET technology have opened 

new application areas and have increased interest in using 

power MOS transistors. In some applications, it is 

important to evaluate the damage to these devices caused by 

radiation. For this reason, neutron dosimetry must be 

performed, usually by measuring the activation of metal 

foils by fast neutron induced reactions. It has been 

suggested1 that transistors themselves would serve as an 

effective dosimetry medium to measure fast neutron fluence. 

Bipolar solid state devices have been used both to estimate 

neutron damage factors and to monitor fast neutron fluence. 

The physics of their operation is complicated and this 

complicates the manner by which neutron damage alters their 

operation. The vertical double-diffused power metal-oxide-

semiconductor device which is currently available has a 

simpler device structure and should permit a more 

straightforward relation of fast neutron fluence to changes 

in device properties. The effects of fast neutron exposure 

on the electrical characteristics of power MOSFETs have been 

reported by Blackburn, Robbins, and Galloway2. They have 

1 



presented the effects of neutron and gamma radiation on the 

drain-source resistance characteristics of a power VDMOS 

transistor. 

The possibility of using MOFETs for fast neutron 

dosimetry by measuring changes in resistivity has been 

suggested by K.F.Galloway and D.L.Blackburn3. They have 

presented an expression derived from the work of Buehler4, 

which shows that the fluence can be calculated from a single 

parameter, the change in drain region resistivity. The 

purpose of the work reported here is to measure changes in 

the parameters of MOSFETs, after fast neutron irradiation, 

and use them as dosimeters to monitor the fluence of fast 

neutrons. This included determination of the conditions of 

irradiation and measurements which would give consistent 

results. 



CHAPTER 2. 

NEUTRON DAMAGE EFFECTS 

2.1 NEUTRON DISPLACEMENT DAMAGE 

There are two causes of damage to a semiconductor, 

ionization and displacement of atoms. Radiation consisting 

of beta particles or fast electrons, which are low mass 

particles, cause only ionization. Gamma rays release 

electrons by scattering and also cause ionization. Fast 

neutrons, being heavier particles, cause some ionization but 

the principal cause of damage is due to displacement of 

atoms from the lattice. When a fast neutron scatters with a 

lattice atom in a crystal of semiconductor material, the 

atom may be displaced from its lattice site to take up an 

interstitial position within the crystal. This results in 

disruption or distortion of the local lattice structure. 

The former site of a displaced atom in the lattice is called 

a vacancy. The displaced atom is called an interstitial. 

and the interstitial-vacancy pair is called a Frenkel 

defect. If the energy of an incident neutron is 

sufficiently large, it can also impart enough kinetic energy 
3 



to the displaced atom that this atom can, in turn, displace 

other atoms in the lattice. For highly energetic incident 

neutrons, this phenomenon can proceed in a cascade manner to 

form many defects within the lattice structure. 

After receiving kinetic energy from a neutron 

collision, all displaced atoms will soon lose sufficient 

energy to achieve thermal equilibrium within the lattice. 

Some of these atoms will slip back into isolated vacancies 

to reconstitute that local structure. Some of the atoms 

will combine with dopant or impurity atoms to produce stable 

defects. These defects will not make a significant change 

in the resistivity of the materials because they are 

electrically inactive and so do not constitute recombination 

or trapping centers. However, mobile vacancies can combine 

with impurity atoms, donor atoms, or other vacancies present 

to produce a change in resistivity. These room temperature 

stable defects, are also called defect complexes. 

Prior to their participation in defect complex 

formation, the vacancies are mobile and are a potent 

recombination agent for trapping minority carriers. For 

very short times following the onset of the neutron pulse, 

these vacancies account in large measure for greatly 

reducing the minority carrier lifetime, and thus reduce 

prompt common emitter gain. This heavy loss in gain phase 

quickly decellerates as rapid annealing takes place within 

the device, and the gain rapidly assumes its asymptotic 



degraded value5. 

2.2 NEUTRON INDUCED IONIZATION 

Neutrons are capable of causing ionization in the 

lattice, even though their major influence is through damage 

by displacement. Because neutrons are uncharged, they 

cannot interact electrically with charged particles to 

ionize them. They nevertheless produce ionization through 

secondary processes, such as (a) neutron collisions that 

produce recoil atoms or ions, which in turn produce 

ionization if they are sufficiently energetic; (b) neutron 

collisions that excite atomic nuclei, which de-excite by 

emitting gamma rays that can ionize; and (c) neutron 

interactions in which a neutron is absorbed by an atomic 

nucleus, which in turn emits an ionizing charged particle. 

An experimental determination of the gross neutron-induced 

ionization has been done by E.C. Smith, et al.6, over all 

these processes in silicon, as a function of absorbed 

neutron energy; the results are shown in Figure 1. This 

figure shows that the neutron-induced ionization is a 

complicated function of neutron energy, depending upon the 

neutron absorption and scattering cross sections and the 

energy of the individual ionization processes. 
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Fig. 1. Neutron-induced ionization in silicon6 

When a material is irradiated by a neutron field, the 

energy imparted to the material may be described by the 

quantity Kerma. The Kerma is the sum of the initial 

kinetic energies of all charged particles liberated by 

indirectly ionizing particles in a volume, divided by the 



mass of matter in that volume. It depends only on the 

amount of energy transferred from the incident radiation to 

the material at the point of collision. The displacement 

kerma in silicon as a result of irradiation by neutrons 

with energies up to 11 MeV is plotted in figure 27. 
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Figure 2. Silicon Displacement Kerma factor vs Energy 



2.3 FRENKEL PAIR FORMATION 

Fast neutrons are the major cause of radiation damage 

to semiconductor material in a nuclear reactor environment. 

Fission of Uranium-235 in a reactor forms fission fragments 

and fast neutrons. Both the fragments and fast neutrons are 

very energetic, being emitted from the fission site at high 

velocities. If they are in a solid (moderator, fuel, 

structural component, etc.), the fission fragments will 

travel through the solid lattice, dissipating energy by 

ionization, and transferring kinetic energy to atoms in the 

lattice by elastic scattering collisions. For neutrons, the 

lighter the lattice atom, the more energy is transferred. 

The energy transferred from a fast neutron to a lattice atom 

is usually great enough to eject the atom from its lattice 

site. This primary knock-on atom (PKA) may strike other 

atoms (secondaries) , which in turn may be displaced from 

their lattice sites, striking other atoms (tertiaries). The 

sum of all primary, secondary, and tertiary atom 

displacements plus those generated by fission fragments 

represents the total displacements. 
% 

While neutrons may travel substantial distances, 

fission fragments and knock-on atoms are displaced a limited 

number of lattice positions. The displaced atoms leave a 

vacancy at the lattice site and may end up trapped between 

other lattice atoms in an interstitial position. A 



schematic picture of neutron-induced radiation damage is 

shown in figure 38. 
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Figure 3. SCHEMATIC PICTURE OF NEUTRON-INDUCED RADIATION 
DAMAGE IN METALS. 

In order to calculate how many Frenkel defects are 

formed, one must have a knowledge of a) the cross section 

of neutron-nucleus interaction, b) the reaction rate, and 

c) any recombination (annealing) processes. 

It should be mentioned that other types of defects 



occur, such as point defects, dislocations, etc. However, 

this report will concentrate on Frenkel pair defects, since 

this is a major mechanism of lattice damage. 

2.4 RESISTIVITY EFFECT 

To discuss the effects of fast neutrons on the 

resistivity of semiconductors for the low amount of 

radiation, it is necessary to describe the types of trapping 

mechanisms and how they relate to resistivity changes. The 

displacement damage caused by neutrons, discussed earlier, 

produces a number of different trapping defect complexes in 

the semiconductor material. Those important with respect to 

resistivity now will be discussed for n-type silicon, since 

all the devices used in this experiment had bulk region 

which were n-type semiconductors. Neutron-induced 

displacement of donor atoms is negligible due to the low 

relative concentration of impurity atoms. There are three 

important trapping mechanisms which are described below: 

a. If a vacancy-interstitial pair comes to reside in a 

lattice position adjacent to a donor atom, this pair then 

forms a donor-vacancv defect trapping complex. 

b. When two vacancies come to exist side by side in the 

lattice in adjacent positions, the resulting defect complex 

formed is called a divacancv complex. 

c. During manufacturing of the semiconductors, atomic 



oxygen can be introduced as an inadvertent impurity. If an 

oxygen atom occupies the lattice site of a silicon vacancy, 

an oxygen complex is formed. 

The increase in resistivity produced by fast neutron 

irradiation of n-type silicon is principally through the 

introduction of divacancy and donor-vacancy defect 

complexes. These defect complexes deplete the conduction 

band of its electrons (majority carriers) by capturing them. 

This is called carrier removal. and the change in carrier 

removal rate, decreases the conductivity of the 

semiconductor, and so increases its resistivity. 

Contributions due to oxygen-vacancy defect complexes are 

assumed negligible in the devices used in this study, 

because of the relatively low concentration of oxygen within 

the lattice. 

2.5 POWER VERTICAL CHANNEL MPS (VDMOS) 

A DMOS device is an enhancement mode field-effect 

transistor (FET), formed by sequential diffusions through a 

single window. Power vertical-channel MOS (DMOS) devices 

show promise for applications in many areas of circuit 

design, from low frequency power to radiofrequency (RF) 

power. RF power applications with DMOS devices are 

attractive because of their high efficiencies and low noise 

floor levels. The general purpose DMOS devices show large 
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floor levels. The general purpose DMOS devices show large 

flexibility with applications that vary from very fast 

switching to logic interface. This new technology is a 

strong competitor with discrete power bipolar devices and 

is currently being designed into many communication 

systems. The measurements in this thesis have used the 

vertical double-diffused power metal-oxide-semiconductor 

devices; they offer a simpler device structure and more 

straightforward way to relate neutron fluence to changes in 

device electrical characteristics® 

A schematic illustration of an n-channel enhancement 

mode power MOSFET is given in figure 4. 

SOURCE METAL 

y OXIDE 

^/SILICON 6ATE 

<\ .SOURCE 

CURRENT DRAIN REEION 

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of VDMOS device 
structure 



Radiation effects in this device primarily are manifested 

by a decrease in the threshold voltage due to ionizing 

radiation and by an increase in the drain-source resistance 

due to neutron exposure. As seen in figure 4, the current 

flow is from the drain contact vertically through the drain 

region, then horizontally through the channel to the source 

region. After exposure of the device to a mixed gamma and 

neutron radiation environment, the drain-source resistance 

versus gate voltage relationship shifts both vertically and 

laterally as indicated by arrows in figure 5. 

4/1 
</) 

IONIZING RADIATION EXPOSURE 

o 
V) 

NEUTRON EXPOSURE 

GATE VOLTAGE |V| 

Figure 5. Plot of RDS versus VG 
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It is well known that the principal effect of gamma 

irradiation is to lower the value of the threshold voltage 

by the introduction of gate-oxide charge10. 

The drain-source resistance of a VDMOS power device can 

be expressed11: 

1 
RDS + F • RD (!) 

(W/L) . C0 • Me • [VG ~ VTH] 

Where: 

W = the channel width 

L = the effective channel length 
« 

C0 = the gate oxide capacitance per unit area 

Me = ^e electron inversion layer mobility 

VG = the gate voltage 

VTH = ^he threshold voltage 

Rd = resistivity of drain material 

F = a geometrical factor depending only on device 
dimensions. 

The first term in equation (1) is the resistance of the 

channel region, and the second term is the resistance of the 

drain region. 

An empirical expression has been developed by Buehler, 

predicting that the drain region resistance should increase 

exponentially with neutron fluence. Based on this principle 

K.F. Galloway and D.L. Blackburn suggested the following 

expression to calculate the fast neutron fluence to which 

the device has been exposed, based on measured relative 



change in drain-source resistance: 

15 

$  =  4 4 4  n0°•77 In( R ' D S  /  R D S  )  ( 2 )  

where: 

Rps = initial drain-source resistance 

R'DS= drain-source resistance after exposure 

n0 = the doping density 

§ = the fast neutron fluence 

The device must be operated in the region where the drain 

resistance contribution to R^s dominates. 

2.6 ANNEALING 

The words anneal and annealing refer to the partial or 

total self-healing of an electronic component or system 

after exposure to damaging nuclear radiation. In the case 

of damaging neutron radiation, most of the displaced atom 

defects resulting from incident neutron are not stable at 

room temperature. This implies that as a result of thermal 

motion, many of these defects will break up and disappear 

due to vacancy-interstitial recombination. However, these 

defect atoms can also combine with impurities that exist in 

the lattice, which are stable at room temperature. 



Annealing can cause further degradation due to the formation 

of stable impurity defects, which can act as trapping 

centers. 

Transient or rapid annealing of a semiconductor device 

occurs over the whole range of temperatures above and below 

room ambient. At room temperature, annealing after neutron 

irradiation occurs partly because most of the neutron-

induced, displaced atom defects are not stable at this 

temperature. 



CHAPTER 3 

APPARATUS 

3.1 FAST NEUTRON SOURCE 

The fast neutron radiation source used in this 

experiment was in the University of Arizona TRIGA reactor. 

The TRIGA, a training, research, and isotope-production 

reactor, is light water-cooled, zirconium-hydride moderated. 

It can be operated in both the steady state, and the pulsed 

mode. The fuel is 91.5 wt-% ZrH and 8.5 wt-% Uranium, 

enriched to 20% in U-2 35. The Hydrogen to zirconium atomic 

ratio in the ZrH is approximately 1.68. The presence of ZrH 

moderator in the fuel elements produces a large negative 

temperature coefficient, (about 1.5 cents of reactivity per 

degree Celsius) which makes the TRIGA reactor exceptionally 

stable and safe. 

The University of Arizona TRIGA research reactor is a 

swimming pool-type reactor. The reactor is located near the 

bottom of a circular pit. Shielding from radiation is 

provided by 16 ft of water above the reactor core. The 

reactor pit has been designed to ensure containment of the 

17 



water. 

The "FIR" is a fast neutron irradiation facility, which 

was designed and constructed at the University of Arizona. 

This facility is inserted in a position in the outer fuel 

ring (F ring) of the reactor. It is lined with boron, 

cadmium, and gold, all of which serve as filters for thermal 

neutrons while permitting fast neutrons to pass into the 

sample. Samples for fast neutron irradiation are inserted 

in a thin-walled aluminum tube of dimensions 8-in. long 1-

in. ID, and lowered into the facility on a nylon cord. The 

FIR allows studies of the fast neutron damage to materials 

without producing the excessive radioactivity which would be 

caused by absorption of thermal neutrons12. The 1 MeV 

equivalent flux at 2.5 inches from the bottom of the 

irradiation capsule is about 6.7 xl09n/cm2sec kw. 

3.2 COBALT—60 GAMMA IRRADIATION FACILITY 

The University of Arizona gamma irradiation facility 

laboratory consists of a radioactive source, shielding, 

building, storage and handling facilities. The source is 

made up of two metal cylinders of Cobalt-60 doubly 

encapsulated in welded stainless steel capsule. There are 

two discrete gamma energies (1.17 and 1.33 MeV) of the 

radioactive Cobalt which add up to give a total photon 

energy of 2.5 MeV. The source is embedded in a cylindrical 



stainless steel capsule stored in a hole in a 12-inch cube 

block of lead and covered with a stainless steel plate. In 

operation, the plate is removed and the source is lifted up 

to a height of approximate 1.5" above ground level in the 

centerline of the irradiation field of the trench, where the 

highest dose rate can be measured. 

3.3 MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 

The measurement of the VDMOS devices was conducted 

using an HP-4145B semiconductor parameter analyzer, and a 

HP-16508 test fixture. The test fixture provided all 

necessary connections to the test input/output terminals. 

For stable and accurate measurements at extremely low 

current levels, the fixture was equipped with an 

electrostatic light-shielding cover. The Hewlett-Packard 

model 4145B Semiconductor parameter analyzer is a fully 

automatic, high performance, programmable test instrument 

designed to measure, analyze, and graphically display the DC 

characteristics of a wide range of semiconductor devices. 

It is equipped with four programmable source/monitor units, 

two programmable voltage source units, two voltage monitor 

units, a fully interactive graphic display, removable 

flexible-disk storage, and full arithmetic keyboard13. 

Using these devices the plot of drain-source resistance 

versus gate-voltage, and drain-current versus gate voltage 
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for each device was obtained. A plot of a typical curve 

display of the analyzer is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Curve display of versus V Q.  



Every device was measured at least five times and a 

mean and standard deviation was calculated for each 

different setting. The magnitude of the standard deviation 

was greatly reduced by using a special socket board which 

was built for this test fixture. This socket board was 

attached directly to the HP-16508 test fixture. This was 

done to avoid variation in the contact resistance of wire 

connections. 

3.4 DOSIMETRY MEASUREMENT 

Verification of the neutron fluence used for device 

irradiation was done by measuring the amount of 

radioactivity induced in nickel foils which were irradiated 

simultaneously with the devices. Determining fast-neutron 

flux density by the threshold activation reaction 58Ni(n,p) 

58Co, is useful for measuring neutrons with energies above 

approximately 2.1 MeV. If the neutron energy spectrum of 

the reactor is known the activation can be related to the 1-

Mev equivalent flux. High purity nickel foils were cut and 

weighed before irradiation. These foilG were irradiated 

with the MOSFET devices in the neutron flux. A Nal(Tl) 

gamma-ray detector and multichannel analyzer were used to 

collect count rates in the 0.8108-MeV gamma-ray photopeak of 

58Co. The reaction rate was calculated as follows14: 
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RS = ARS/N [( 1- exp- /itj.) (exp-Mtw) ] (3) 

where: 

A = number of disintegrations /sec measured during 
counting period 

Rs = burnup correction factor 

N = number of 58Ni atoms in the sample 

M = decay constant for 58Co = 1.133 x 10~7 s"1 

t^= irradiation time, s 

tw= elapsed time between the end of irradiation and 
counting 

Calculations of the fast-neutron flux density is as follows: 

flux = Rs / CT (4) 

where: 

a = spectral-weighted cross section for the 58 Ni (n,p) 
58Co reaction 

A computer program, listed in Appendix A, was written to 

compute the flux and fluence from the count rates of 58Co 

gamma rays of Nickel foils which have been activated in the 

TRIGA spectrum. The NBS standard foil Ni-AW with free 

field fission neutron fluence of 1.456 x 1016 n/cm2 ± 2% was 

used for normalization. 

One of the fast neutron fields currently in use for 

fast neutron dosimetry is the Intermediate-energy Standard 

Neutron Field. The ISNF is located at the center of a 30 cm 

cavity in the graphite thermal column of the NBS research 

reactor. The ISNF is driven by eight enriched uranium discs 



Neutron Field. The ISNF is located at the center of a 30 

cm cavity in the graphite thermal column of the NBS 

research reactor. The ISNF is driven by eight enriched 

uranium discs located one centimeter from surface of the 

cavity. A 10B shell of 14.4-cm outside diameter and 1.29-

cm thickness provides a spectrum of intermediate energy 

(0.18 to 3.7 Mev) neutrons. Because of spherical geometry 

and use of materials whose nuclear properties are very well 

known, the spectrum may be accurately calculated15 by the 

solution to the neutron transport equation using the 

discrete ordinates method10. The facility and the spectrum 

are shown in figure 716. 

NIU fMN (Ntnov L M*V 

Figure 7. The Intermediate-energy Standard Neutron Field 
located within a 30 cm-diameter cavity in the 
thermal column of the NBS reactor16. 



CHAPTER 4. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

4.1 IRRADIATION AND PARAMETER MEASUREMENT 

In order to measure the effect of fast neutron 

radiation exposure on the value of RDS (drain-source 

resistance) for VDMOS transistors, Motorola (IRF440) n-

channel enhancement-mode silicon-gate TMOS power FETs were 

used. These devices are designed for high voltage, high 

speed power switching applications such as switching 

regulators, convertors, solenoid and relay drivers. The 

manufacturer's specified drain-source break down voltage 

(BVds) is 450 V. The approximate dopant density inthe drain 

region (n0) is 2 x 1014. 

All of the neutron irradiations were done with the 

gate, drain, and source leads shorted (i.e., the device was 

not under bias). The drain-source resistance for all 

devices was measured before and after irradiation. The 

resistances were recorded for +7 V gate voltage. 

Two different procedures were used to measure the 

parameters of the sample devices; (a) out-of-reactor flux 

measurement and (b) in-reactor flux measurement. The actual 
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neutron fluence was verified by measuring the activity of 

the nickel foils. A nickel foil was attached to each 

individual device during irradiation. In the first series 

of experiments, the out-of-reactor flux measurement method 

was used, that is, all electrical parameter measurements 

were made on the devices after irradiation. The temperature 

of the devices was not regulated but is known to be between 

10 to 20°C during measurement. Devices were inserted in the 

FIR and they were exposed to the fast-neutron fluence, then 

they were removed for testing. At the higher neutron 

fluence levels, the residual radioactivity level was too 

high for immediate handling, so in these cases the device 

parameters were measured within 24 hours after the 

completion of the irradiation. 

The second method to test the devices was the in-

reactor- flux measurement. Each test device was connected 

with long wires (about 6 meters) and was checked for proper 

interconnections, leakage, and noise level. The test device 

was inserted in the FIR and remained throughout the 

irradiation and measurement sequence. During irradiation, 

the reactor was brought to the approximate power level and 

the devices were exposed directly to the fast neutron 

fluence. The reactor was then shut down and the electrical 

measurements were done without removing the devices. The 

irradiation and measurement sequences were repeated, and 

accumulated fluences were calculated. The temperature of 



the reactor pool was 7°C at the time of irradiation and 

measurements, and the devices were at approximately the same 

temperature. 

4.2 GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE 

In order to show the sole effect of gamma ray on the 

MOSFET devices, they were placed in the Cobalt-60 gamma 

irradiation facility. The test device was placed in the 

gamma ray "pit" with long wires connected to it. The test 

device was remained in the "pit" throughout the irradiation 

and measurement sequence. Different radiation dose rates 

were exposed to the device by varying the distance from the 

source to the sample. 

4.3 MEASUREMENT AFTER ANNEALING 

To demonstrate isochronal annealing, which corresponds 

to annealing at various temperatures, devices which had been 

irradiated to high fluence were placed in an oven at 

different temperatures for various amounts of time. After 

removal from the oven, the drain-source resistances of the 

devices were measured after they reached the ambient 

temperature. 



CHAPTER 5. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 GAMMA RAY EXPOSURE RESULTS 

Plots of resistance versus gate voltage after 

successive levels of ionizing exposure (gaxnina ray) for a 

single device are shown in figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Plot of resistance versus gate voltage 
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As expected, for increasing levels of gamma radiation, 

the curve of drain-source resistance versus gate voltage 

shifts laterally to lower values of gate voltage. The 

shape of the relationship is essentially unchanged. 

5.2 FAST NEUTRON EXPOSURE RESULTS 

The values of threshold voltage were estimated from 

plots of the square root of drain current versus gate 

voltage by extrapolating the most nearly linear region on 

the drain-current versus gate-voltage relationship to the 

ID=0 intercept. An example of this is shown in figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Example plot for finding threshold voltage 



One obtains only an estimate of threshold voltage because 

of the existence of subthreshold current and because of the 

influence of the drain region resistance on the drain-

current versus gate-voltage relationship. 

Plots of the measured average changes in threshold 

voltage due to fast-neutron irradiation are shown in figure 

10. These changes were caused by the gamma rays that 

accompanied the fast-neutrons. 
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For a typical device the results are consistent with those 

presented by Blackburn, Robbins, and Galloway for the type 

A biased devices. 

Figure 11 shows the change of drain current versus gate 

voltage after each level of fast-neutron irradiation. This 

plot, also known as the subthreshold curve, is obtained 

using values of the gate voltage below threshold voltage. 

For increasing levels of irradiation, the drain current 

versus gate voltage curve shifts to the left to lower 

values of gate voltage. 
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Figure 11. The change of drain current vs. gate voltage 
after each level of fast neutron irradiation. 



Plots of drain-source resistance versus gate voltage 

after each level of fast-neutron irradiation for a typical 

device are shown in figure 12. As expected, for 

increasing neutron dose, the curve shifts vertically upward 

to larger values of drain-source resistance. There is also 

lateral shift of threshold voltage, similar to that shown 

in figure 8, because of the effect of the gamma radiation 

which is present in the reactor core. 
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Figure 12. Drain source resistance vs. gate voltage after 
each level of fast-neutron irradiation 
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Plots of the average drain-source resistance, values 

measured at gate voltage of 7V, for each level of neutron 

fluence are shown in figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 is the 

result for the out-of-reactor flux measurement experiment, 

and figure 14 is the result for the in-reactor flux 

measurement experiment. 
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Figure 13. The average drain-source resistance vs. neutron 
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Figure 14. The average drain-source resistance vs. neutron 
fluence for the in-reactor experiment. 



5.3 ANNEALING TEST RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the total fluence received by five devices 

in the out-of-reactor flux measurement. The results of 

temperature effect on resistance due to annealing for these 

five devices are shown in table 2. After three steps of 

heating, the devices were maintained at room temperature for 

seven days, and their resistances were measured again. A 

slight increase of resistances was observed, which implies 

that the defect atoms were combined with impurities that 

existed in the lattice. 

Table 1. Total fluence for five device 
from out-of-reactor flux measurement 

Device #99 #117 #111 #120 #113 

Fluence 
Neut/cm2 

3.73E14 3.13E14 3.09E14 2.97E14 3.19E14 



Table 2. Annealing test results 

Device 

Drain-Source Resistance ((1) 

Device #99 #117 #111 #120 #113 

Room Temp. 91.2 96.0 85.3 111 93.0 

64"C for 20 hrs 45.4 46.8 40.9 53.5 45.1 

64 *C for 23 hrs 41.2 41.5 38.1 51.8 36.8 

79 °C for 20 hrs 35.0 35,3 31.3 44.4 36.2 

Room Temp, 
for 7 days 40.8 39.7 35.5 47.1 40.5 

109 *C for 24hrs 30.5 31.3 27.9 38.1 31.4 

124'C for 23hrs 23.2 23.8 20.5 30.3 23.6 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

The change in the parameters of MOSFETs after fast 

neutron irradiation were measured. For all Silicon Power 

MOSFETs tested the gate-to-source threshold voltage 

decreased due to gamma radiation. 

The fast-neutron radiation exposure levels were 

determined from Nickel-Foil activation dosimetry. The 

Nickel foils determined the fluence level at the location of 

each device. 

A measure of the variation in Drain-Source resistance 

should be an indicator of variation of the bulk resistance 

of the Drain region material. The average value of 

resistance measured before irradiation for devices tested 

was 0.995 ± 0.012 n (« 1.22%). This suggests that 

resistance was relatively constant from device to device. 

The spread in Drain-Source resistance can be attributed 

primarily to the variation in neutron fluence. 

The results from the annealing experiment suggests that 

most of the displaced atom defects resulting from incident 

neutrons were not stable at room temperature. As a result 
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of thermal motion at elevated temperatures the devices went 

through a partial self-healing process, until they reached a 

stable state at room temperature. 

Figure 15 is a plot of fast-neutron fluence obtained 

from the Nickel foil activation method versus fast-neutron 

fluence obtained from resistance measurements on power 

MOSFETs using the equations of Blackburn and Galloway 

discussed in chapter 2. 
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The relationship demonstrated by figure 15 does not 

indicate a unique relation between the two methods for 

measuring fast-neutron fluence. Investigation of the 

quantitative agreement of the experimental results with the 

theoretical model is difficult because of the observed 

spread as well as a number of uncertainties. In particular, 

the degree of annealing will affect the drain-source 

resistance. Development of fast neutron dosimetry based on 

drain-source resistance measurements would need to account 

for the thermal history of the devices during and after 

irradiation. 
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APPENDIX A 

FLUX COMPUTATION PROGRAM 

10 REM SAVE "A:NICKEL5.baa",a 
20 REM PROGRAM TO COMPUTE THE FLUX AND PLUENCE GIVEN NICKEL FOILS WHICH 
30 REM HAVE ACTIVATED CO-58 IN THE TRIGA SPECTRUM, USING FOIL 100 FOR 
35 REM NORMALIZATION TO NBS STANDARD FOIL AH. STANDARD FOIL AW 
4 0 REM WAS IRRADIATED IN A U-235 FISSION SPECTRUM GWN 2/17/88 
50 REM PRINTING FORMAT REVISED 10/11/86 G. W. NELSON 
55 REM REVISED 10-27-87 TO USE TWO BACKGROUND REGIONS 
60 DIM C( 1'2) ,ACCUM(20) , PHI (20) , ERR1 (20) ,TIMI$(20) , DATIS (20) 
70 LPRINT DATE$;11 11;TXME$ 
80 LPRINT"ANALYSIS OF 1-MeV EQUIVALENT NEUTRON FLUX FROM NICKEL FOIL ACTIVATION 
90 LPRINT 
100 FLU100-2.46E+15 
110 M100-.47996 
120 TIRR100«3600 
130 DI100$""12-16-86" 
140 Til00$""16:16:14" 
150 D$«DI100$ : T$«TI100$ : GOSUB 920 : D1001-DAYS 
160 INPUT"DATE OF COUNTING STANDARD FOIL 100 ";D100C$ 
170 INPUT"TIME OF COUNTING STANDARD FOIL 100 ";T100C$ 
1B0 IF T100C$"»" THEN T100C$«"12:00:00" 
190 D$"D100C$ : T$-T100C$ : GOSUB 920 : D1002-DAYS 
200 INPUT"TOTAL COUNTS OF NICKEL STANDARD 100 ";C100 
210 INPUT"COUNT TIME IN SECONDS FOR STANDARD 100 ";T100 
220 IF T100-0 THEN GOTO 210 
230 INPUT "BACKGROUND COUNTS BXG1,BKG2 -> *;CBKG1,CBKG2 
240 INPUT "COUNT TIME FOR BACKGROUND IN SECONDS ";TBKG 
24 5 IF TBKG-0 THEN TBKG-T100 
250 LPRINT "INPUT DATA: 
260 LPRINT USING"TOTAL COUNTS/SEC OF STANDARD FOIL 100: flil«(l/lt«f SEC at 

\ \ \";C100,T100,T100C$,D100C$ 
270 LPRINT USING"BACKGROUND ON EACH SIDE OF PEAK COUNTS/SEC: IIIIII/IIII SE 
III!l/lill SEC";CBKG1,TBKG,CBKG2,TBKG 
275 CBKG"CBKG1+CBKG2 
280 LPRINT 
290 S BKG'SQR(CBKG)/TBKG 
300 S100>SQR(C100)/T100 
310 C100-C100/T100-CBKG/TBKG 
320 SI00".67+100*SQR(S100*S100+SBKG*SBKG)/C100 
330 LPRINT "FOIL MASS IRKAD TIME DATE EL DAYS COUNTS/TIME PHI FOIL PH 
PART *ERR" 
340 K-l 
350 INPUT"NAME OF NICKEL FOIL";N$ 
360 IF N$-M" THEN GOTO 1030 
370 IF LEFTS(N$(2)<>"NI" THEN N$-"NI"+N$ 
380 INPUT"MASS OF NICKEL FOIL ";MF 
390 INPUT"DATE OF FOIL IRRADIATION H;D$ 
400 IF D$<>"" THEN DIF$-D$ 
410 INPUT"TIME OF FOIL IRRADIATION N;T$ 
420 IF T$<>"" THEN TIF$-T$ 
4 30 IF TIF$-"" THEN TIF$-"12s00" 
440 D$"DIF$ : T$-TIF$ : GOSUB 920 : DF1-DAYS 
4 50 INPUT"DURATION OF FOIL IRRADIATION IN SECONDS ";TI 
460 IF TIO0 THEN TIRRF-TI 
470 INPUT"DATE OF FOIL COUNTING ";D$ 
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480 IF D$<>"" THEN DFC$-D$ 
490 IF DFC$-"" THEN DFC$-D100C$ 
500 INPUT"TIME OF FOIL COUNTING ";T$ 
510 IF T§<>"" THEN TFC$-TS 
520 IF TFC$-"M THEN TFC$-T100C$ 
530 D5-DFC5 : TS-TFCS : GOSUB 920 : DF2-DAYS 
540 INPUT"TOTAL COUNTS OF NICKEL FOIL ";CTF 
550 INPUT"COUNT TIME IN SECONDS FOR NICKEL FOIL U;T 
551 IF T>0 THEN TF-T 
552 IF TF-0 THEN TF-T100 
554 INPUT "BACKGROUND COUNTS BKG1,BKG2 -> "> CBKG1,CBKG2 
555 CBKG-CBKG1+CBKG2 
556 TBKG-TF 
558 SBKG-SQR(CBKG)/TBKG 
580 SF"SQR(CTF)/TF 
590 CF=CTF/TF-CBKG/TBKG 
600 SF-100*SQR(SF«SF+SBKG*SBKG)/CF 
610 INPUT"NORMALI2ED FLUX SHAPE FACTOR FOR NICKEL FOIL";SH 
620 IF SHOO THEN SHAPEF-SH 
630 IF SHAPEF-0 THEN SHAPEF-1 
640 INPUT"N0RMAL1ZED FLUX SHAPE FACTOR FOR PART";SH 
650 IF SH<>0 THEN SHAPEP-SH 
660 IF SHAPEP-0 THEN SHAPEP-1 
670 T1-D1002-D1001 
680 T2-DF2-DF1 
690 PRINT USING "ELAPSED TIME -tllt.fi DAYS FOR STANDARD 100 AND III.Ill DAY 
FOR FOIL";T1(T2 
700 LAMBDA- 1.133127E-07 
760 DECAY-EXP(LAMBDA«(T2-T1) *24*3600) 
770 FLUF-FLU100*(CF/C100)*(M100/MF)•DECAY 
780 PRINT USING "FLUENCE OF X MEV EQUIVALENT NEUTRONS II.III ";FLUF 
790 PRINT 
800 PRINT USING "FLUX OF 1 MEV EQUIVALENT NEUTRONS - II.III ;FLUF/TIRRF 
810 R-SQR(SF*SF+S100*S100) 
820 PRINT USING "PERCENT ERROR-H.II";R 
830 S-SHAPEP/SHAPEF 
840 LPRINT USING"\ \ |.|||| \ \ \ \ |#«.«| ||||||/|||| il.tr" 
11.11 II.II",N$,MF,TIFS,DIF$(T2,CTF,TF,FLUF,FLUF*S,R 
850 PHI(K)-FLUF*S 
860 ACCUM(K)-ACCUM(K-l)-fPHI(K) 
870 ERR1(K)01*R*PHI(K) 
880 DATI$(K)-DIF$ 
890 TIMIS(K)-TIFS 
900 K-K+l 
910 GOTO 350 
920 REM SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE ELAPSED TIME TO DATE D$ AND TIME T$ 
930 IF T5-"" THEN PRINT "NULL TIME" 
940 IF D$—"" THEN PRINT "NULL DATE" 
950 DATA 31,20,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31 
960 FOR X-l TO 12 : READ C(I) : NEXT I : RESTORE 
970 D-VAL(MID$(D$,4,2)) : M-VAL(LEFT$(D§,2)) : Y-VAL(RIGHT$(D$,2)) 
980 DAYS-365*Y+INT(Y/4)+D s IF M-l THEN GOTO 1000 
990 FOR 1-1 TO M-l : DAYS-DAYS+C(I) : NEXT I 
1000 IF (Y MOD 4)—0 AND M<-2 THEN DAYS-DAYS-1 
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10X0 DAYS«DAYS+VAL(LEFTS(T$,2))/24+VAL(HID$(T§,4,2))/(24*60) 
1020 RETURN 
1030 FOR 1-1 TO K-l 
1040 PRINT USING" II \ \ f.ll +/-I-H ";I,TIMI$(I),PHI(I),ERR1(I) 
.1050 NEXT I 
1060 A-0 : E2-0 
1070 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"SUMMARY OF FLUENCES AND ACCUMULATED FLUENCES:" 
1080 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT"SUMMARY OF FUJENCES AND ACCUMULATED FLUENCES:" 
1090 PRINT" IRRADIATION INCREMENTAL ACCUMULATED" 
1100 LPRINT :LPRINT" IRRADIATION INCREMENTAL ACCUMULATED 
1110 PRINT" DATE TIME FLUENCE FLUENCE" 
1120 LPRINT" DATE TIME FLUENCE FLUENCE" 
1130 INPUT"ENTER INDEX OF FLUENCE TO ACCUMULATE";I 
1140 IF 1-0 THEN 1220 
1150 INPUT"ENTER MULTIPLIER FACTOR";MULT 
1160 IF MULT-0 THEN MULT -1 
.1170 MULT-MULT*IE-12 
1180 P-PI1I(I)«MULT :E1-ERR1(I)*MULT : A-A+P : E2-SQR(E2*E2+E1*E1) 
1190 PRINT USING " \ \ \ \ (11. I!+/•I•If)XlO 12 (If. I #+/-!.»I)Xl 
12";DATI5(I),TIMIS(I),P,EL,A,E2 
1200 LPRINT USING " \ \ \ \ (11.11+/-1•* I)XlO 12 
(II.11VI. II)XlO 12";DATI$(I),TIMIS(I),P,El,A,E2 
1210 GOTO 1130 
1220 STOP 
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